Food security: a concern
for small farmers
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In the face of a possible global food crisis, the Government asserts that Colombia is shielded from food scarcity.
But apart from the international situation, experts and small farmers consider that there are other factors
that should be dealt with: the distribution of land, security that guarantees the right to life and permanence
in the territory; development that ensures the right to education, healthcare and drinking water, and in addition, investment and loans for the production and marketing of their crops.
However, for the Government and experts
on the subject, the international situation
should not have such a marked impact.
Firstly, because “Colombia is shielded from
food scarcity, since the country is 90% selfsufficient in what it consumes. Agricultural
growth is the source of the shielding”, says
the Minister of Agriculture, Andrés Felipe
Arias.
Secondly, because, as Professor Elcy Corrales, of Environmental and Rural Studies
of the Universidad Javeriana, indicates, the
small farm economy, which produces 63% of
the country’s food, can react to this situation with alternative forms of production
and transport and has shown that it adapts
to circumstances with agility. “Since the
production of the small farm economy is
quite viable, it is important to strengthen it”,
she says.
For experts consulted, the international
situation would be only one factor of risk
because in reality there many others of a
structural nature that should be dealt with.
For this reason, in March, the Ministry of
Agriculture and other Government bodies issued Conpes 113, which contains the
national food security and nutrition policy
with the aim of “guaranteeing that the
entire Colombian population has available, has access to and consumes food in a
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This means that the small farmer is basically a producer of goods for the market.
Such is the case, that of the national agricultural production total, which covers what
goes directly to market, what is processed industrially and what is exported, 63% is small
family farm production, asserts Forero.
In addition, the small farm economy
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In this regard, the Minister of Agriculture
has declared that “we Colombians should

armed groups is between 1
and 4.4 million hectares.
In addition, what experts
such as university professor Darío Fajardo indicate
should be taken into account: “in 2001, farms of less
than three hectares, belonging to 57.3% of owners, controlled 1.7% of the land, while
farms of over 500 hectares
corresponding to 0.4% of
owners, controlled 61.2% of
the land”.
Although during its initial
five years the Institute of
Rural Development, Incoder,
adjudicated land to over
147.000 families, there is still
a long road ahead. On the
one hand, for representatives of anuc, the statute of
rural development approved
by Congress in July, 2007,
has meant a backward step
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Regarding investment, small farmers
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Carlos Sandoval, president of anuc.
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have created the Food Security, Sovereignty
and Autonomy Network, whose principal
action is to support national seed banks that
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conservation of seeds native to the region.
In this way they protect national agriculture

“The structural solution to the global problem of food security lies in increasing production
and productivity in countries of low income and food deficit,” asserted the director general

from transgenic seeds.
There is a consensus regarding measures
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For him, the current global food crisis already has had “tragic social and political consequences in different countries” and could further endanger “world peace and security”.

water and other conditions for a decent life,
and finally, investment and loans for the
production and marketing of small farmers’
crops. w
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